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Abstract. The implications of hadron

both by experimenters presenting results

spectroscopy are generally overlooked

and theorists mah.g predictions. Two-.
examples are (1) possible effects of nodes in wave functions of final state mesons

produced in B decay; (2) Dependence of predictions for B decays into final states

containing q or q’ on models and mixing angles for these states.

The remarks about Carl Dover in this session dedicated to his memory here
are brief. The full International Conference on Hypernuclear and Strange
Particle Physics (HYP97) at Brookhaven, Ott. 13-18, 1997 was devoted to his
memory. Carl made outstanding contributions to hadron spectroscopy before
he was taken from us much too soon. I had the good fortune to collabo-
rate with him in trying to understand the H dibaryon [1], We encountered
problems in communication between experimenters, theorists, and lattice cal-
culators. Interesting physics underlying the result in one lattice work [2] that
the H was unbound was not mentioned in the paper but revealed only by pri-
vate communication [3]. Six quarks starting at the same point on the lattice
dissociated into two A‘s kept apart by repulsive quark exchange. The lattice
technologists cared only about the reliability of their small lattice calculation.
The existence of this previously ignored repulsive interaction was lost in the
published paper even though it was later considered to be sufficiently impor-
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tant to be considered by non-lattice theorists and experimenters. Fortunately
this information was extracted by personal contacts [3: and its implications
were discussed with Carl and others and led to interesting conclusions [1,13]

We miss Carl, and his works will continue to remind us of him.
Decays of heavy flavor hadrons into light hadrons can be sensitive to details

of hadron spectroscopy, particularly when the final states contain excited state
mesons with nodes in the wave functions [5] or flavor mixed neutral mesons
like the q and q’ [6–8]. This interface has unfortunately not been given suf-
ficient attention at this conference. We note two factors responsible for this
communicant ion breakdown which should be remembered in organizing future
meetings.

One problem arises because the relevant data in heavy quark physics gener-
ally come from large collaborations. The question of who should present the
results and future programs for these collaborations is nontriviaL The present
policy seems to be that the collaborations choose for themselves the partici-
pants in a given conference, rather than to allow the conference organizers to
choose speakers who have a broad view of the area and can give good talks.
It is understandable that data should be presented by the young physicists
like postdocs, who have done the work and are very familiar with its details
and the reliabilityy of the numbers quoted. It is also understandable that post-
docs must be able to establish a record to enable them to compete on the job
market. However, in an interdisciplinary area like hadron spectroscopy, it is
important also to have participants familiar with this area.

One example at Hadron97 was the presentation of results from CLEO on
23 decays to final states containing the q and q’. The speaker quoted the
agreement between the data and theoretical predictions, but was unable to tell
the audience when asked which model for the q and q’, which wave functions
and which mixing angles were used in the predictions. This is of particular
interest at a hadron spectroscopy conference, because recent data [9] on the
decays B + Kq and B + Kq’ suggest that the standard treatment cannot
predict the large Kq’ decay. There have therefore been suggestions [10] that
intrinsic charm or glueballs may be present. A serious discussion [6-8] of this
point in view of the latest data would have been very useful.

The second problem is the failure of the B-decay theoretical establishment
to recognize the relevance of hadron physics and hadron spectroscopy [11,12].
The surprising enhancement of B* decays to low-lying exclusive channels was
first noted and explained with a hadron spectroscopy approach [5]. It con-
founded the theoretical establishment by requiring constructive interference
between color suppressed and color favored contributions, in contrast with
previous predictions [11]. Furthermore the enhancement could not be general
because the l?” and % Lifetimes are nearly equal. There must, therefore be
other exclusive channels where the interference is reversed, so that it cancels
out in the total width. Recently the conventional description [11] has been
modified [12’ to include an additional energy-dependent (fudge?) factor that



explains the enhancement and insists that the same enhancement should hold
in 13 + Dal and other quasi-two-body final states independently of the hadron
spectroscopy. But this modified description gives no clue to the identity of the

final states where the interference is reversed, and the assumption [11] that
standard model B-decay is well understood and described by calculating the
right diagrams has been questioned [5,13].

In the hadron spectroscopy approach [5] the final states where construc-
tive interference is observed are seen to all have nodeless s-wave quark-model
wave functions. The relative phase of the suppressed and favored diagrams
depends upon hadron form factors whose signs can be reversed by the pres-
ence of nodes or orbital angular momentum in the wave functions. This wave
function dependence can solve the problem of equal lifetimes and be checked
experimentally by looking for systematic differences in the interference in fi-
nal states cent aining excited quark-model wave functions in both Z? and D
decays; e.g. B + Dal. Present data are still inconclusive, but the next round
of CLEO data is expected to hopefully resolve this point [14]. However there
was no discussion of this issue at Hadron97 following the experimental reports
from CLEO which dismissed this point as “now explained by the standard the-
ory.” That the role of hadron spectroscopy is at least controversial and that
ii is supported by two members of the International Advisory Committee for
this conference is an indication that it deserves discussion.

The questions of how weak decays of charmed mesons may be influenced by
the presence of known meson resonances in this mass region [15] and possible
experiment al investigations have also not been considered.
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